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 nDID YOU KNOW? Did you know that Microsoft® Publisher® is also the printer of choice for creating and printing
Microsoft® Word® and Excel® documents? Which means that your Word and Excel documents can be immediately converted
to professional-looking PDF format, ready to be sent out, printed and distributed. To create and print a PDF file, you can either
use our PDF Creator (standard edition) or the PDF Creator by Window DRAW (premiere edition). To see how these programs
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work, please watch the brief video! Version History: 29-01-2013 Version 8.0: changed the compatibility with Windows 8.
Version 8.0 also includes a lot of new features and a new interface design. In particular, PDF Creator by Windows DRAW has

been totally redesigned. 01-03-2013 Version 7.1: this version includes the most recent version of the Adobe® Acrobat® Reader
DC. New features and functions: •Save in Acrobat® DC •Print in Acrobat® DC •Add pages in Acrobat® DC •Rotate in

Acrobat® DC •Add pages in Acrobat® DC and choose the size of each page •PDF creator by Windows DRAW can be used to
create a PDF file without having to use the Adobe® Acrobat® Reader. •To convert Word and Excel files to PDF, click on the

PDFCreator icon. •To convert a document file into a file format that can be viewed in Adobe® Reader®, click on the
PDFCreator icon. •Convert in Acrobat® DC and check that the target destination allows both viewing and printing. 09-12-2011

Version 7.0: For Windows DRAW users we have made the tool compatible with Windows 7. There are a lot of new features,
such as the option to save in Acrobat® DC. •Save in Acrobat® DC •Print in Acrobat® DC •Add pages in Acrobat® DC

•Rotate in Acrobat® DC •Add pages in Acrobat® DC and choose the size of each page •PDF creator by Windows DRAW can
be used to create a PDF file without having to use the Adobe® Acrobat® Reader. •To convert Word and Excel files to PDF,

click on the PDFCreator icon. •To convert a document file into a file format that can be viewed in Adobe® Reader®, click on
the PDFCreator icon. •Convert in Ac 520fdb1ae7
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